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1. What is enterprise and entrepreneurship?

2. Why might I be interested in it?

3. How can I get involved?
Enterprise:

“any kind of complex project or undertaking with a defined goal for which the route to reaching it has uncertainties” (Vitae, 2014).
Key enterprise skills

• creative thinking, team working, presentation, design, planning and communication
• learn how to take an idea, develop it and build a viable business model
• cultivate a proactive 'can do' mindset
• become more employable
• do something new and have fun!
Entrepreneurship

Being entrepreneurial is:

– having the ability to see and develop opportunities
– bringing innovation into an organisation
– working creatively

Often think of it as commercialising research but not the only path to being an entrepreneur

Can be in small or large organisations, for profit or not for profit (social enterprises)
MPLS Enterprise Programme & Ecosystem

BUILD
Advanced courses with SBS (I2I, VIEW)

EXPLORE
Lunchtime talks
Half- and 1- day courses
4-5 day intensive programme

LEARN
Introduction to Enterprise and Entrepreneurship
Basics of IP and Communications

Micro-Internships
Enterprising Women lunchtimes
PhD to Start Up Meetups
Launchpad /EO Mixer events
Building a Business @SBS
Oxford Biodesign Programme
Hackathons/Study Groups
Oxford Entrepreneurs events (Student-led)
Innovation Forum/SIU events (Student-led)
Careers Services: Student consultancy
YES and Falling Walls Competitions
Lunchtime workshops....
Innovation and Impact courses
Workshops mixing entrepreneurial DPhils with MBAs....
Talks by new and successful DPhil entrepreneurs....
Mix@6: Launchpad visits science area!
BBSRC DTP Plant Pathology ‘Sandpit’
NERC DTP Enterprise and Environment visits City investment companies
Enterprise and Entrepreneurship in MPLS

https://www.mpls.ox.ac.uk/enterprise
MPLS Enterprise development programme
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Introduction to enterprise and entrepreneurship
MPLS Enterprise development programme
MPLS Enterprise Development Programme 2015-16
Additional MPLS Enterprise events
Science Behind the SME series
Enterprising Oxford
The Entrepreneur's Journey
Sign up here for notifications of events

Other courses, events and workshops being offered as part of the MPLS Enterprise and Innovation programme or our partners: updated regularly throughout the year, with live links when available for booking.

HILARY TERM:

Impact through Enterprise: Entrepreneurs Uncovered! - 1: 27th January 2016 12.30-14.00 at CeRC, Keble Road (Lunch provided)
Want to find out more about entrepreneurship? Check out Enterprising Oxford's Entrepreneur's Journey!

**The Oxford Entrepreneur's Journey**

**START HERE!**

- **Launchpad**: Virtual complement to the physical co-working space, with events and resources on offer.
- **Oxford Entrepreneurs**: Events and education from Europe’s largest student Entrepreneurship Society.
- **Enterprising Oxford**: A portal signposting the many ways to get involved in entrepreneurship in Oxfordshire.
- **OBS**: Oxfordshire Business Support provides comprehensive business advice from across Oxfordshire.
- **Venturefest**: A series of events and business support aimed at the Oxfordshire business community.

**See Where It**

- **Launchpad**: Fab co-working and startup space.
- **Oxford Hub**: Great space in central Oxford
SPYRE LABS

If you are a postgrad interested in flexible projects with local Science, Tech & Sustainable Development businesses

Sign up or get in touch today

www.spyrelabs.com

Applications now open:
Spyre’s L.E.E.P workshop & consulting project
4-5th November 2017

heather@spyrelabs.com 07592 923165